
Twin� �in�
Ever wish you could be one of the beautiful twinks that you love to idolize? Fantasize about
being the apple of every otter or bear’s eye? Maybe you just want to be your best self? Look no
further for all your hypnotic needs!

Listen closely as I gently guide you with lots of fun mantras that will work to form the perfectly
idealistic twink values that you’ve always desired and needed. Learn how to become lean and
thin, style your hair like your favorite boy band members, and take that dick on all fours like a
pro. Looping and listening every day will get you closer and closer to being the twink you know
you love to be.

From “Yes” to “YAAAAS,” Twink Think will get your Queer Queen vibes in check. Get ready for
the most fab 2021 updated HypnoVideo your eyes and ears will thank you for all while drooling
over the delicious lean, youthful, white-toothed grin of the man in the mirror.

✧ Always wearing slim fit clothing in order to show off my lean and attractive body.
✧ Eating fruits and vegetables in order to stay fit and lean.
✧ Working out just enough in order to stay thin and lean.
✧ Styling my hair with beauty products each and every day.
✧ Obsessed with tooth whitening and having the perfect smile.
✧ Moisturizing each and every day in order to keep my skin soft and young.
✧ Shaving all of the hair off of my body in order to feel sexy and loved.
✧ Only eating low calorie meals in order to maintain my ideal figure.
✧ Drinking only low calorie beverages in order to stay lean and fit.
✧ Only wearing tight clothes and mesh tops whenever I go out to a party.
✧ Wearing fashionable skinny jeans and shirts that show off my thin and lean body.
✧ Imitating the sexy and fit and youthful men I love to idolize in order to attract sexy

strangers.
✧ Always checking the mirror before I leave the house in order to feel confident that I look

perfect attractive to the hot men that love to fuck me.
✧ Needing to constantly moisturize and use lip balm in order to keep a youthful

appearance.
✧ Wearing trendy and fashionable and form fitting clothing in order to show off my tall and

thin and sexy body.
✧ Feeling gross and nauseous and disgusting whenever I wear unflattering clothes.
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✧ Needing to be trendy and fashionable in order to feel comfortable and loved and happy.
✧ Receiving the love and admiration of my friends and family that I crave whenever I style

my hair and wear fashionable clothing.
✧ Knowing that if I do not have the perfect body I cannot attract sexy lovers.
✧ Fantasizing about having hot and steamy and romantic sex with my hunky lover in my

tightest outfit.
✧ Always needing the constant attention and adoration of my followers on social media.
✧ Always trying and using new products in order to perfect my ideal look.
✧ Never leaving the house without moisturizing my face and styling my hair.
✧ Counting each and every calorie that I eat in order to be thin and perfect.
✧ Idolizing the sexy, thin, young-looking twinks that I love to emulate.
✧ Craving the feeling of being a bottom during sex.
✧ Playing with my horny fuck hole whenever I am sexually aroused.
✧ Knowing in that I need to have a perfect thin body in order to attract the sexy hunks who

love to fuck my horny ass.
✧ Needing my dominant lover to grab my hips and fuck my sexy ass.
✧ Imagining myself being mounted by a hunky stranger.
✧ Knowing intuitively that wearing tight, mesh, tops will attract the hunky people I love to

fuck.
✧ Shaving my body hair each and every time I am in the shower.
✧ Shaving my facial hair in order to maintain my youthful appearance.
✧ Feeling gross and nauseous and uncomfortable whenever I look unattractive and old.
✧ Completely obsessed with maintaining my young and fresh and smooth skin.
✧ Intuitively knowing that my friends and family will mock me behind my back if I appear

old.
✧ Feeling confident and loved and wanted whenever I act like the sissy bottom I know I am

and love to be.
✧ Fantasizing about coming while being fucked in my wanting ass.
✧ Swaying my hips provocatively whenever I walk to advertise myself as the sexy twink I

know I love to be.
✧ Fantasizing about being fucked by each and every sexy stranger that I pass on the

street.
✧ Checking the mirror constantly in order to ensure that my look is always perfect.
✧ Taking a ton of selfies whenever I am out with my adorable friends.
✧ Always entertaining my friends with fun and ridiculous gossip and stories.
✧ Making faces in the mirror whenever I am alone so I can always look perfectly sexy from

each and every angle.
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✧ Working out and staying healthy and fit in order to attract the hunkiest lovers.
✧ Always adjusting my hair and outfit in order to look my absolute best.
✧ Preferring to wear tight clothing in order to show off my sexy, lean, and toned body.
✧ Becoming aroused whenever I imagine myself being fucked in the ass.
✧ Getting instantly hard whenever my sexy partner grabs my ass.
✧ Fantasizing about sucking every erect cock that is put in front of me.
✧ Spreading my sexy and toned ass cheeks for my lover to fuck.
✧ Always talking to sexy strangers whenever I am out at a bar.
✧ Preferring to wear the trendiest clothes whenever I leave my house.
✧ Feeling sexy and confident and happy whenever I am wearing my tightest clothes.
✧ Feeling powerful and confident and excited whenever I am gossiping with my cute

friends.
✧ Preferring to eat light, healthy, and low calorie foods in order to stay thin and lean and

sexy.
✧ Trying all the latest and trendiest skin care products in order to look my best.
✧ Always trying the newest hair products in order to find my perfect look.
✧ Advertising myself as the seductive bottom I love to be by chatting with each and every

sexy stranger at the club.
✧ Going out with my friends every weekend in order to live my ideal twink life.
✧ Preferring to chat with the hunkiest guys at the bar in order to feel confident and sexy

and needed.
✧ Feeling my ass tingle in anticipation whenever I meet a sexy stranger that I need to fuck

me.
✧ Preferring to wear tight pants in order to show off my fuckable and wanting ass.
✧ Constantly updating my social media with every sexy selfie that I take.
✧ Fantasizing about being used by my strong and hunky partner.
✧ Feeling happy and confident and excited whenever I make new friends.
✧ Feeling satisfied and cheerful whenever I am being extroverted and friendly.
✧ Intuitively knowing that if I am not being catty and gossipy my friends will think I am

boring.
✧ Feeling unconfident and gross and unhappy whenever I am eating fatty foods.
✧ Feeling unsatisfied and ugly and uncomfortable whenever I am wearing baggy and ill

fitting and boring clothes.
✧ Craving constant positive attention from sexy strangers.
✧ Needing the approval and validation of my good looks from my friends and lovers.
✧ Imagining myself on all fours being fucked like the sexy bottom that I know I am.
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✧ Becoming aroused whenever a strong and dominant and sexy stranger chats with me at
my favorite bar.

✧ Texting my friends and updating my social media whenever I am alone.
✧ Going shopping with my friends in order to feel trendy and accepted and loved.
✧ Knowing that I need to be a sexy bottom in order to live my ideal life.
✧ Showing off my thin, muscular chest by taking topless photos as often as I can.
✧ Flirting with each and every sexy stranger that I see.
✧ Listening to every command that I am given as I am fucked by my hunky, dominant,

lover.
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